THE PEP
High Level Meeting 2014 in France
Thursday, November 17th, 2011
TRA 2014 in France

- TRA = a regular and periodic conference to exchange knowledge, drive innovation, foster dissemination and enhance implementation.

- TRA 2014 will aim at reaching very diverse actors: ERA stakeholders, policy makers, academia and research organisations, private research, private sector and industry, infrastructure owners, operators, transport users.

- TRA 2014 will aim at reaching all modes of surface transportation in particular railway transport, inland waterways and maritime transport and logistics (passengers and freight).
Several transport events in the same place at the same time: Coordinated opportunities

Possible ITF seminar task force
International Transport Forum: «Transport for a changing world»

Possible THE PEP seminar
Transport, Health and Environment Pan-European Programme

Possible ITS seminar
Intelligent Transportation System

Possible PIANC event
The world association for waterborne transport infrastructure

TRA 2014
Transport Research Arena

WOMEN'S ISSUES IN TRANSPORTATION
TRB
Transportation Research Board
Where

Marne-la-vallée
A scientific and technical pole

Paris La Défense
A big business district

Communes intégrées aux Hauts-de-Seine

Communes intégrées au Val-de-Marne
THE PEP
4th High Level Meeting (HLM)
steering committee 2014

?In the historical center of Paris, midway between La Defense and Marne La Vallée, a new meeting room in the health ministry?

280-seat auditorium
(equipped for simultaneous language translation)
When
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Eng: April 2014

Fr: Avril 2014
What kinds of environment and health oriented transports are best suited for our changing world?
2014 theme?
Transport, environment and health in our changing world?

Debate is open

- How to adapt transport to people's evolving needs?
- How to reduce transport's ecologic footprint?
- How to minimize transport's negative effects on health?
- What are the best suited policies to achieve these goals?
Welcome to France in 2014!
Happy to see you in Paris!

Merci de votre attention!
Thank you for your attention!
Спасибо за внимание!